States of Consciousness
What are you thinking?
What is your perspective?
What is your motive?
What conceptual framework are you using at this moment?
What is in your mind?
These constitute your state of consciousness or awareness.
At any moment you can be acting from the perspective of the raindrop (small self)
or the ocean (Christ self). In other words, you can look at the world, yourself and
others around you from the perspective of the limited, small construct of your
individual ego, or from a larger viewpoint. At any time, your perspective can
expand from individual ego èfamily èfriends èlocale ènation èplanet
èuniverse èGod.
The purpose of your life is to move from the
small, limited, ego-filled, sin-state of human consciousness (‘raindrop’
consciousness)
to the
large, limitless, egoless, loving, bliss-state of God (Christ) consciousness
(‘Ocean’ consciousness)
In church (home, school, college, life experience) did you learn that your primary
purpose in life it to move out of you small, limited, ego-filled sin-state of human
consciousness to the large, limitless, egoless, loving, bliss-state of God
consciousness? No?
Even though 100% of the world’s religions are about taking humanity from the
ego-state to egoless God consciousness…humans are not taught that God
consciousness is our destiny! We are here on Earth to learn, think, know and
have the awareness of God!
The fundamental problems we must face are:
1. The society around us does not believe (or acknowledge) that God
consciousness is possible.
2. The primary forces of society, from government to education to commerce
to the church, all operate from raindrop (ego) consciousness.

3. Since people cannot achieve what they cannot conceive, because of our
current social order it is nearly impossible to realize that Ocean (God)
consciousness exists at all.
Thus, the overwhelming majority of individual raindrops have no way to know the
Ocean even exists. We cannot know that the Ocean is our real home, origin, and
essential self. Most of us have no clue that we are the Ocean in embryo, and as
a result, we don’t look for or cannot find programs, movements, or even individual
guides to teach, train, and assist in returning to the Ocean…
…and that is why The Calling is here.

Fair Warning
This is serious. You really must be warned, because once you get it, once you
have glimpsed even the tiniest hint of the vastness, glory and eternity of the
Ocean, once you’ve realized the slimmest glimmer of the truth that you are,
indeed, the Ocean in miniature, you will never again be able to live, move, or
function as a typical raindrop. You will be a stranger in a strange land,
disenfranchised from the structures of the social order around you.
If you are very fortunate, you will have someone in your life that understands. For
most of us, God consciousness is a lonely state. Ocean-conscious raindrops are
the rarest treasures on Earth. You will see all the politicians, sports figures and
so-called religious leaders for who they are: sad, fallen, hollow shells of their true
potential.
Your outer appearance won’t change (except for the smile of inner bliss) and the
outside world will still see a raindrop. But your inner world will be much different:
you will recognize that you are what you have always been, the birth-less,
deathless infinite Ocean. As compensation, you will know the truth: In Him, you
live and move and have your being (Acts 17:28, paraphrased). You will breathe
the scent of the Ocean, and feel the waves and tides flowing through you.
And you will never go back.

